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The FH Burgenland – University of Applied Sciences Burgenland brings together special expertise! This also applies to its advanced training institution, 
the AIM Austrian Institute of Management. Here, you can obtain an academic degree purely through the e-learning format on a part-time basis.

MBA FINANCE
Master of Business Administration (MBA)

Educational institution
AIM Austrian Institute of Management

Austrian University
University of Applied Sciences Burgenland

Course of Studies: MBA Finance
University: FH Burgenland - University of Applied Sciences Burgenland
Course:  Online (without face-to-face sessions) or 

Blended-Learning (12, 5 days in-house)
Language: German or English
Extent: 60 ECTS
Duration: 14 months
Degree: Master of Business Administration (MBA)
Tuition fee: EUR 9.900, - Blended- Learning

EUR 8.900, - Online

Graduation ceremony
at the Esterházy Palace

in Eisenstadt

MBA FINANCE  

Comprises eight high-quality e-learning modules of a high didactic standard and focuses on 
relevant content needed for career development in a leadership position in controlling and fi-
nance. This knowledge can then be applied in practical hands-on case studies, where you can 
deepen your knowledge and relate this to your own experience. 

The success of this blended learning format is partly due to the excellent knowledge transfer, 
and partly the transfer of practical knowledge in the classroom – the application of knowledge 
enables the understanding of associations and ensures sustainability.

Courses take place in the form of compact modules. Prepare for the certificate of performan-
ce on an interactive online platform, enhance your knowledge while tackling practice oriented 
case studies and consolidate the newly acquired knowledge in the follow-up phase by applying 
this learned knowledge to other practice cases.

Mag.a (FH) Daniela Schuster
Managing Director AIM

Mag.a (FH) Daniela Schuster

The AIM Austrian Institute of Manage-
ment GmbH is part of the University 
of Applied Sciences Burgenland, and 
includes a range of high-quality cour-
ses in its portfolio, taking into account 
the students’ daily life, and thus en-
abling flexible learning alongside work 
and other obligations.

The Scientific Advisory Board, with its 
experts from the University of Applied 
Sciences Burgenland, ensures and 
guarantees that the degree program-
mes are state-of-the-art, from both a 
scientific and practical perspective.  

We appreciate your interest in our 
special MBA programme and would 
be happy to help you find out how 
the advantages of a correspondence 
course can be connected effectively 
with interactive e Learning and a high- 
quality Support. You will benefit from 
the long-term experience and the 
high quality of the University of Ap-
plied Sciences Burgenland in training 
at a master‘s level.

GET ON BOARD! 
We‘ll guide you to new 
career opportunities!

MBA FINANCE Study where and when you want! In education.



SCIENTIFIC QUALITY 
ASSURED

In order for the students of AIM to 
obtain a meaningful, purposeful, and 
high-quality education, a Scientific 
Advisory Board was established with 
the task of ensuring the quality of 
the courses offered. This happens 
regardless of all economic considera-
tions. We have assembled a team of 
experienced college professors who 
are responsible for these tasks.

PROVEN KNOWLEDGE

In order to assure quality of teaching 
and thus the quality of academic 
training of an Austrian university of 
applied sciences each university of 
applied sciences and the training 
courses offered must undergo a qua-
lity audit by the AQ Agency for Quality 
Assurance and Accreditation Austria. 

The AQ Agency for Quality Assuran-
ce and Accreditation Austria is a 
state agency that performs quality 
assurance measures at universities 
and technical colleges by law and 
may refuse the approval of academic 
courses due to quality deficiencies. 
The rights and duties of this agency 
are defined in a separate law - the 
Higher Education Quality Assurance 
Act (HSQSG).

WELCOME TO THE SPECIAL WORLD OF UNIVERSITY OF 
APPLIED SCIENCES!

The UAS, with its two campuses in Eisenstadt and Pinkafeld, has been offering its unique de-
gree programmes, with the right mix of theory and practical training, for over 20 years. Today it 
has one of the best reputations for success in Austria with 99% of all graduates employed and 
more than 6,000 graduates in senior positions. We offer a wide range of bachelor and master 
degree programmes in five areas:

Business Studies (with a special focus on Central and Eastern Europe) 
Information Technology and Information Management 
Energy and Environmental Management 
Health 
Social Work

QUALITY 
To ensure the high quality standards, the content taught, the lecturers, and the course admi-
nistration are continually evaluated by the students in terms of content, relevance, didactics, 
and organisation. The results of these evaluations are analysed by the programme director and 
necessary measures are implemented. Quality assurance is integrated into the quality manage-
ment system of the University of Applied Sciences Burgenland.

TARGET GROUPS 
People who,
• have already gained experience in finance-related fields.
• want to switch from operational functions into the financial sector.
• work in the financial services sector and are seeking career advancement.
• wish to continue their education in depth operationally.

COURSE OBJECTIVES 
The MBA Finance is aimed at employees prior to their first management position, or even
with their first management responsibilities in companies, NPOs and NGOs to enable them to 
move up to senior positions. Current knowledge and methods of financial management and 
leadership – conveyed in the didactically prepared e-learning modules - give workers, on a 
practical level, the necessary know-how in the financial sector for career advancement. In the 
classroom modules, the financial functions will be developed for the overall company in order 
for participants to qualify for higher-level management positions.

DEGREE
The successful master degree programme graduates from the “MBA Finance” will be 
awarded the academic degree ‘Master of Business Administration‘, (MBA) by the University of 
Applied Sciences Burgenland.

REQUIREMENTS*
• Internationally recognized domestic or foreign academic degree (at least bachelor level)

or
• another equivalent qualification to be evaluated by the Course Director on the basis of:

- a high school diploma (equivalent) and a minimum of five years of relevant
professional experience or

- completion of a studies course (courses at university or university of applied sciences
level and other equal courses) of at least 60 ECTS credits and a minimum of three
years of relevant professional experience or

- the completion of a standardized written entrance exam and a minimum age of 21.

* evaluation based on the descriptors defining level 6 in the European Qualifications Framework (EQF)

STUDY START
Online (without face-to-face sessions)

You determine the commencement 
and the duration of your studies.

Blended-Learning (12, 5 in-house)

A minimum group size of 14 and ma-
ximum group size is 25 is required for 
the course to take place. This ensures 
that a high quality can be guaranteed 
in the lectures and the student group 
benefits from a reasonable diversity.

DURATION 
The duration of study is designed 
for 14 months. All modules are to be 
completed within the first 12 months. 
Subsequently, documentation of a 
project is to be produced as a thesis 
within 2 months, so that the academic 
title of MBA can be acquired within 14 
months.

TAX BENEFITS AND GRANTS
Training costs are tax deductible in 
Austria, as a business expense or 
as operating expenses. This involves 
expenses, which are incurred through 
vocational training, such as course 
and seminar costs, costs for teaching 
aids, and also travel and accommoda-
tion costs.

You can find a link to an overview of 
current grants on our website.

FACTS

MBA FINANCE Study where and when you want! In education.



The blended format is designed for a study period of 12 months. Subsequently, documentation of a project is to 
be produced as a thesis within 2 months, so that the academic title of MBA can be acquired within 14 months. 
The maximum length of study, which is covered by the tuition fee, must not exceed 36 months.

Module ECTS Lecturer Type of Exam

Academic Research & Leadership 6
Mag. Prof. (hon) Michael Schermann, PhD
Prof. Mag. Dr. Helmut Siller
Mag. Dr. Stefan Mackowksi, MBA

40% Entry Test, 
60 % Homework Leadership

Financial Accounting 6 Mag. Christian Smodics
40% Entry Test, 
60% Homework Balance Sheet Analysis

Managerial Accounting 6 Mag. Christian Smodics
40% Entry Test, 
60% Homework Cost Center Accounting

Controlling & Businessplanning 6 Mag. Dr. Klaus Volcic
40% Entry Test, 
60% Homework Businessplanning plus 
Sensitivity Analysis

Financial Management 6 Mag. Christian Reibenspiess
40% Entry Test, 
60% Homework Investment, 
Financing & Corporate Finance

International Accounting Standards 6 Mag. Christian Reibenspiess
40% Entry Test, 
60% Homework Balance Sheets Analysis 
(IFRS)

Strategic Management 6 Mag. Dr. Stefan Mackowksi, MBA
40% Entry Test, 
60% Homework Strategy and BSC

Risk Management & Value Based Management 6 Prof. Mag. Dr. Helmut Siller
40% Entry Test, 
60% Homework Risc Management and 
VBM

Thesis 12 Mag. Prof. (hon) Michael Schermann, PhD
Strategy, BSC, Businessplan, Cost 
Center, Balance Sheet Analysis, 
Corporate Assessment

Total 60

“Our success is based on top-qualita-
tive, customer oriented, interactive and 
practice-experienced e-learning cont-
ents.”

Michael P. Schermann
Mag. PhDr. Ehrenprofessor

CEO ELC E-Learning-Consulting GmbH 

YOUR FURTHER 
EDUCATION PARTNER

„We teach what we practice, we 
practice what we teach“ - We, ELC 
GmbH (www.e-learning-consulting.
com), offer new learning technologies 
to our customers in order to motivate 
their employees and provide sus-
tainable knowledge – tailor-made, 
practice-oriented and sustainable. 

Briefly: ELC GmbH is the expert when 
it comes to the provision of learning 
content and consulting! The didactic 
concept and scripts are based on the 
longtime experience of our partners 
and associates. ELC GmbH is sup-
plier of tailor-made and comprehen-
sive e-learning contents and services 
that ensure efficient, effective and 
lasting e-learning.

ADVANTAGES OF OUR 
ONLINE DEGREE

●  Distance learning in e-learning
format: Digital & Modern

●   Study for a part-time/postgraduat
degree

●  Study where and when you want!
● Short study period
●   Top lecturers and authors
●   Studying even without school-
 leaving examination
●   State accredited, Austrian university

of applied sciences
●   MBA: The degree program is recog-

nized and legally possible to comple-
te throughout Europe.

EXPERIENCES WITH 
E-LEARNING

„The e-learning modules are interactive 
and provide many complex examples, 
which means I could apply the acqui-
red knowledge 1: 1 in practice. I was 
especially impressed by the quality and 
speed with which my questions were 
answered by the Support.“

Gerhard Drobits, BAWAG PSK

TOTAL PRICE*:

EUR 8.900,–
(Tax exempt in accordance with Section 6 para. 1 (11a) 
UStG. Plus a student union fee currently in the amount 
of EUR 19,20/semester)

TUITION FEE

Included in the costs are:

• Use of the ELC Study Platform
with all course content for
the course

• Use of the hotline for
technical or content issues

• Support for the master‘s thesis
• Examination fees
• Study service

Mag. PhDr. Michael P. Schermann, Ehrenprof.
+43 664 3951468
schermann@e-learning-consulting.com

For your application, please use the online application on our website: 
www.aim.ac.at. 

If you have questions, please feel free to contact us:

Mag. Dr. Bettina Schauer 
+ 43 5 7705-5100
bettina.schauer@aim.ac.at

INFORMATION AND APPLICATION 

MBA FINANCE Study where and when you want! In education.



The Scientific Advisory Board of the AIM Austrian Institute of Management reserves the right to make changes!

Version: February 2017

AIM Austrian Institute of Management GmbH. Thomas-A.-Edison-Straße 2, 7000 Eisenstadt
Tel.: +43 5 7705-5100    E-Mail: office@aim.ac.at   

www.aim.ac.at

Partner of AIM Austrian Institute of Management
ELC E-Learning-Consulting GmbH

7400 Oberwart, Industriestr. 26/4
Office: +43 650 2033058

Consulting: +43 664 3951468
Mail: office@e-learning-consulting.com

www.e-learning-consulting.com
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